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Abstract

Modern hardware architectures such as GPUs and manycore processors are
characterised by an abundance of compute capability relative to memory
bandwidth. This makes them well-suited to solving temporally explicit and
spatially compact discretisations of hyperbolic conservation laws. However,
classical pressure-projection-based incompressible Navier-Stokes formulations
do not fall into this category. One attractive formulation for solving incom-
pressible problems on modern hardware is the method of artificial compress-
ibility. When combined with explicit dual time stepping and a high-order
Flux Reconstruction discretisation, the majority of operations can be cast as
compute bound matrix-matrix multiplications that are well-suited for GPU
acceleration and manycore processing. In this work, we develop a high-order
cross-platform incompressible Navier-Stokes solver, via artificial compress-
ibility and dual time stepping, in the PyFR framework. The solver runs on
a range of computer architectures, from laptops to the largest supercomput-
ers, via a platform-unified templating approach that can generate/compile
CUDA, OpenCL and C/OpenMP code at runtime. The extensibility of the
cross-platform templating framework defined within PyFR is clearly demon-
strated, as is the utility of P -multigrid for convergence acceleration. The
platform independence of the solver is verified on Nvidia Tesla P100 GPUs
and Intel Xeon Phi 7210 KNL manycore processors with a 3D Taylor-Green
vortex test case. Additionally, the solver is applied to a 3D turbulent jet test
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